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TIlE BIPOLAR :-IEA" DEPENDEXCE 

Luca Bagnato", \Valter lvlaffenini* and },Iariangela Zenga'" 

SU:-vL\[ARY 

In this paper an alternative jorrnulation oJ the mean demation about the bipolar mean 
is prom'ded. In addition to this, the concept oJ blpo[ar mean-independence is dejined 
in arder to evaluate how conditional b'ipolar means change according to the value oJ 
another variable jOtntly considered. This concept arises Irom the well-known notion oJ 

mean dependence but il exploits the idea DJ the bipolar mean which can be used also 
for qualitative ordinal vartables. il normalized index that measures the strength oJ the 
bipolar mean-dependence i8 also prov'/ded. An applicatwn i8 presented which highlights 
the simplicity and interpretabtlity aJ the propased methodology. 

Keywords: Bipolar l\fean, l\fean Dettiation Srp Jfean Dependence 

l. I:'lTRODUCTlO:-I 

For studying the dependence between two variabIes, the sphere of the pos
sible methodologies that can be used naturally nepends on the nature of the 
\'ariables at hand. Usually, the more informative are the variables. the more 
are the techniques one can adopt in arder to investigate different type of de
pendences. H, far example, an the variables are quantitative, several type of 
dependenee can be investigated, both linear and nonlinear . Suppose that the 
goal is to analyze the conditional dependence of the quantitative variable X 
given Y of any type. One can study the mean dE'pendence t.hrough the \vell
known correlation ratio of Pearson. If X was anIy ordinaI we should not be able 
to measure the mean dependenee since by definition an ordinaI variable does not 
posse mean. In the most of the cases the first naturai numbers are given to each 
ordinaI category af the variable X. The probIem of which values assign to the 
different categories has been treated by several authors sueh aB Coombs (1953) 
and Tufle (1970) whose underlined that differences among categories should be 
seriously Flllalyzed illstead of simply assign equal distances among t.hem. 

In this work \ve define a new concept of conditional dependence based on the 
bipolar meall introduced by :-'Iaffenini and Zenga (2005). The aim is to extend 
the notion of mean dependence to the case in whieh the conditional variable is 
qualitative ordinaI. The paper also presents an alternative definition of the mean 
deviation about the bipolar mean proposed in 1.Iaffenini and Zenga (2006). This 
new formulation does not require the frequency distribution associated to the 
bipolar mean. because it uses only cumulative and retro-cumulative frequencies,. 

'"Department of Quantitative .\Iethods far Business and Economie Seiences - Cni
\"ersity of .\Iilan-Bicocca - Piazza deIrAteneo .\"uovo, 1. 20126 .\IILA:-;O (e-mail: 
1uca. bagnatoo1lunimib. it, .alter .maffeniniCQunimib. i t, mariangela. zengao1lunimib. i t). 
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The artide is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the new formulation 
of the mefln deviation abont the bipolar mean. Section 3 introduces the concept 
of bipolar mean-independence (Section 3.1) and provides a normalized index to 
evaluate the strength of t,he possible bipolar mean-dependence (Section 3.2). In 
Section -1 an fìpplication abollt the level of attendance in the Itatian macro-area 
is provided. Condusions and discussion are finally given in Section 5. 

2. A~ ALTERNATIVE DEFI:\ITION OF 5,) 

LeI X be at least an ordinai variable, taking values (bI, b" , ... bk ). LeI the 
couples 

((b),n));) = 1.2, .... k} (1 ) 

de note the frequency distribution (id) of X observed over a finite population of 
n units anci consider 

l' 

k 
l 
-"R 
fì L... ] 

}=l 

l ,. . 
-"J.n n L... ] 

j=1 

(2) 

\\'here Rj , j = 1, ... , k. are retro-cumulative frequencies of the observed X anci 

n = L~ nj. Then, the Bipolar ~Iean '7 of X is defined as follows: 

I) if p, is the integer 8, (8 = 1. 2 ..... k). the bipolar mean TI is deflned a,., 
the Id that concentrates n on the value s = p, so we have ns = n and 
ni = t) 'ii = l, .... k, i f. 8. 

II) il s < Il < S -'- 1, (8 = l. 2, ... , k - l), the bipolar mean 'I is defined as 
the id that concentrates n 011 the values s ,wd s + 1. respectively with 
frequencies n~ = n(s + l - p) and n,~+l = n(p- s). 

The bipolar mean, which can be SE'en as a particular frequencies distribution. is 
particularly useful since it can be applied. as \vcll as quantitative variables, to 
qualitative ordinaI variables. 

In order to measure the variability of the bipolar mean, ':-'Iaffenini and Zenga 
(2006) have introduced the mean deviation about the bipolar mean: 

(:l) 

\vhere 1.Vj ami ~Vj. j = 1. 2 ..... k, are the cumulative frequencies respectively of 
the observed X and of the bipolar mean '7. An important feature of SI] is that it 
can be interpreted as the total number of ;;unitary steps'~ that serve to transform 
the distribution of X into that of the bipolar mean. For a review regarding SI] 
aud the maximum value which it can assume see Brentari et aL (2009). In the 
follmving theorem \\'e will provi de an alternative formula for calcuiate (3). 
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THEORE1\iI 1 Let X be at feast aTl ordinai 'uariable and let the couples 

de note the id oJ X observed aver a finite populat-ion oj n rmits. The mean 
deviation (.J) oJ X about its b'ipolar mean TJ can be calculated as follow 

u.:here N j and Rj J j = 1, .... kt are respeciively the cumulative and the retro
cumulative frequencies oJ the obsen'ed X I and s is the integer part oJ J-t defined 
in (2). 

PROOF 
Let Dj = INj - .:Vjl derrote the absolute difference between Nj anci the cumu-

lative frequency of the bipolar rnean ilj , j = 1) ... . k. Since Dk = n - n = O. 
we can omit the k-th value in the SUfi in (3). Then, for the calculation of 51], 
we can consider only t.he elements D 1 •... , D k - 1 whose can also be expressed as 
follows 

INj -/{j +n- nl 
]Rj+l - HHI] j ~ 1 ..... k -1. 

\vhere R2, ... , Rk denote the retro-cumulative frequencies of the bipolar mean 
ry. 

Using relation (4) in (3) and remembering that R1 ~ Hl = rt - n = o. it 
results that 

k 

nSry L ]R j - H)] 
)=1 

; k 

L IRj - HjHR,+1 - il'+l]';- L ]Rj - H]] (S) 
)=1 )=~..,..2 

\vhere s, as previously underlined, is the integer part of Il. By defÌnition. \ve 

have that 

H} = n 

R]=n(l'-s) 

H) ~ O 

for .1<8+1 

for j~s+1 

for j > S + l . 
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Then, tÌle rdation (5) hecomes 

k 

115" L IRJ - III 4- IR'+l - n(i' - ,,)1 + L R) 
)=1 )=s+1 , 
",n-LR j +IRH1 -n(i'-8)1+ L RJ , ,6) 

)=1 

k 

By adding and subtracting the qllantity L R)' on the right-hand side of 
j=s+l 

equation (6) 'we ohtain: 

k k J.: 

nSry ;;.n-LRJ+IRH1-n(jt-s)l+ L RJ+ L RJ- L Rj 
)=1 j=~-r-l , 

s·n-n·jl.+Rs+l+2 L: Rj +!R8 +1- n (p,-s)1 

k 

:2 L Rj + R 8 ..... 1 - n(p, - .g) + IR.+1 - n.(p, - ·'ill 
)=8+2 

:.fow let A = R'+l - n(i' - s), 

o If A <; O we have A + IAI = O. then 

k 

nSry = 2 L Rj 
)=s+1 

o If A> O we have.4+ 1.41 = 2.4. then 

k 

nSr] 2 L R)+2R s + 1 -'J.n(I1- S ) 

j=s+2 
, 

-2 L Rj + 2ns 
)=1 

,-l 

2L·Vj 

)=1 

}'Ioreover. condition A 'S O can also be expressed as 

.v'J 2: N'J . 

or alternatively as 

(7) 

(8) 

(O) 

110) 

(11) 

(12) 
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Using the resulls (8). (lO) and (11). S" can be defined in the following way 

( 13) 

otherwise . 

So S,) can be obtained using the sum of the first :3 ~ l cumulative frequencies 

_VI, .... Ss-l (if l'lf!, < i.V.~) or llsing the SUIIl DE t he last k - s -1 retro-cnmulative 
frequencies Rj +2, .... Rk (if NOI 2 :V:~). In order to obtain STI ,ve can lise. instead 
of condition (11), condilion (12) where Irequencies related lo the bipolar mean 
are not directly needed. In particular. by comparing (9) anci (lO)) it is easy to 
note that 

,-1 

L Nj = n . s - L Rj , 
)=1 )=1 

lhen, using condilion (12) instead 01 (11) in formula (13) we obtain 

k 

if L Rj 2: n· s - L Rj 
~~2 )=1 

(11) 

otherwise . 

which is equal to 

Sry=*max(tRj;n.s-tRJ ) • 

3+2 )=1 

( 15) 

,md equivalently to 

o 
The main feature of this formula. together to its simplicity. 

quency distribution associateci to the bipalar mean is needed. 
is that no fre-

3. THE BIPOLAR 1IEA:-<-I:-iDEPE:-;OE:-;CE 

In this chapter. the concept of the bipolar mean-independence is introduced. 
Let X at least an ordinaI variable observed in correspondence of 9 different 
categories ofthe yariable Y. Suppose we are interested in stud~ving the influence 
of Y on the behavior of X. If X \Vas quantitative there would be many technique 
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allyone can U.':le. For example. the weU known correlation ratio of Pearson can be 
adopted in arder to evaluate how t he arithmetic mean of X \'aries conditionally 
to Y. This coetfìcient is llsually used for judging non-linear relationships between 
the t\VO variables. )l"atllrall:v. if ~\ is a qualitative ordinaI variable. this road can 
not be traveled since any conditional arithmetic mean can be calculated. The 
idea is to give a new definition of. the "mean dependence" so rhat it can be 
llsed also in the case ol' qualitative ordinaI variables. The following subsection 
introduces a new concept of dependence which is similar to that llleasured by 
the correlation ratio of Pearson but it exploits the conditional bipolar means. 
instead of the simple conditional means. After tbis definition. a normalized 
measure for evalllate the strength of the bipolar mean-dependence is provided. 

3.1 DEFINITION OF BIPOLAR }..[EAN-I;.IDEPENDENCE 

Let the n statistical units of a given population be classified according to the 
\"ariables X anci Y which have finite number of categories (or values) denoted 
respectively hy (bI, b2 , ... , bk) and (al, a21 .... rlg) and where X is at least oniinal 
(~ee Table 1). Then, for the simplicity sake. nij is the number of t.imes that 
(oi,b j ) is observed. 

TABLE 1: Contingency table related of the n statisticalllnits classified accord
ing with variables X and Y 

Il 
! 

I 

b, I X h ... b) I ... 

l y 

I al I nll . .. I nl) ... nlk i nl· 

I I 
I I ! 

(li ni1 nlj n1k n i. 

l l 

q 
I I 

n, figI . . n" l . .. ng' I IIg. I 
I 

Il nl I ... ! n) I 
! I 

From Table 1 we can observe 9 conditional dist.ributions of X related with the 
\"alues al, .... Clf} respectively. Let tR I ,.· •• tRk and iRl, .... J?'k. i = 1. ... . g, 
the retro-cumulative frequencies respectively of the i-th conditional distribution 
(jf X and of the i-th conditional bipolar mean 'li· Similarl:v let l.\h ..... j"Yk 

i1nd t~"·l'.'" I.\h. i = 1.. .g, the cumulative frequencies respectively of the 
i-rh conditional distribution of X and of the i-t h conditional bipolar mean 'li. 
Suppose now to consider the distribution ohtained through t he sum of the 9 
conditional bipolar means. In particular. if we denote with Hi' .... Ri.: the 
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retro-cuITlulative frequencies nf such a distribution, \ve have 

where 

k /..' k 

Ldi,+LJRj+"'+LgRj 

)=1 j=1 )=1 

IlI·MI + n2·j12 + ... + ng.j1g 

"Il , 

l k _ 

-L,H] 
n;. )=1 

l k . - L) . rlij i = 1, ...• 9 , 
lIi· j=1 

7 

( 17) 

(18) 

as in formula (2). The maln result i8 that the bipolar mean associated to the 
distribution derived from the Bum of the conditional bipolar means 18 equal to 
the bip alar mean of the marginaI distribution of X. Ihis results \VilI be use 
in the next section to build a measure for evaluating the departure from the 
bipalar mean-independence defined in what follows. 
DEFINITION (Bipolar mean-independence) 
Let X at 1east an ordinal variable and Y of any t.ype. \Ve say that X i8 bipalar 
mean-independent of Y if the following: result holds: 

IL, = I" for al! i = l ..... 9 , 

,vhere ILi, i = 1. .... g, are defined as in (18) <Lnd /-l is obtained from the marginaI 
distriblltion of X fili in (2). 

Remember that the quantities /-lI' i = 1. .... !:l, are not necessary conditiona.l 
arithmetic means sinee X couId be only ordinaI. ~evertheless. as we will seeTI in 
t he next subsection there is a clear parallelism between mean-dependence and 
bipolar mean-dependence. 

:1.1 ,IEASURE THE B1POLAR ~!EA:-J-DEPE:'iDE:-<CE 

Denote \vith n~-l-l the frequency in position s + 1 of the (marginaI) bipolar 
mean T] of X. This quantity can be expressed in terms of the frequencies as
sociateci to the conditional bipolar means. In faet. using t.he result in (17). we 
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ubtain 

r""i. 5 -+-1 lI(fl ~ .~) 

Tlfl- ns 
k 

LH; ~ ns 
j=1 

9 k 9 

I: I: ,R) - I:TI"B 
1=1 j=1 1=1 

9 k 

I: I: (,R j - TI,) S) . 
1=1 )=1 

(19) 

Let SI the integer part of fli, i = 1, .... g, and consider only the nrst term (l = 1) 
nf the sum on the right-hand siue of equation (19). \Ve have that 

k 

I: (lR) - "1)") 
)=1 

,-

" L (nl. - 1"/.1)''':) + rIl· (fll - sd - °151-:-1 ·8+ 

)=1 

-8· 11.V'~1 + nl-fll - 11181+1' S - s· 1Rsl+2 

fll.j1-1-S(1;VS1 +lR~I+'2) - nl.91+1· S . 

(20) 

I: (lR j - nljB) 
)=1 

Tll· (!lI - s) (21) 

Hl· (fll - s) + n1. ·81 - fil· . SI 

nl· (!lI - sll + "1. (SI - s) 

lìb,.l ~ Tll (SI - .5) ("22) 

.\dopting the same procedure to the other terms (l = 2, ... ,.9) in the sum on 
the right-hand side or (19), cquation (19) becomes 

9 

I: [ii", - n,. (Sj - sii i13) 
1=1 

The same simple algebra can be used to define iiS+ 1 in terms of the frequencies 
a::;sociated to the conditional bipolar means: 

fl s--'-l (Sj - s)1 
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Formula (23) and (24) informs that the frequencies of the marginai bipolar 
Inean can be obtained using frequencies w;sociated to the conditional bipolar 
means and "correctioll factors:' whose depend 00 the distances bet\veen the Si, 

i = 1, .... g, anci s. 
Consider now Table 2(a) which reports two prospects \vhose dements consi

tute the basis for calculating (23) and (24). Let 

anei denote \vith :ii and ni the frequencies associateci to the i-t h bipolar mean 
(respectively in position Si anei position Si + 1) in the case of bipolar mean
independence. 

ii'hl iit~l-t-l "1 l1i· (81 , ) 

ii,~; ii,~,+l nj n,. (Si .,) 

ii]"l Il]8 +1 ", Ilg. 18g .; ) 

Il ", fÌ H1 Il n Il 

By definition, in this case we would have Il i = ... = f-Lq = p, and 

A natural measure to evaluate the departure from the case of independence can 
he constructed starting from the following summation: 

After some simple algebra we observe that 

for alI i = 1. .... g, then ,ve can consider. for simplicity, only the quantit)' 

g . 

57=Llni-~il 
1=1 

in our investigation. 
Saturally, it results that riTI = O only in the case of hipolar mean-independence. 

Suppose now that holds 81 = ... = 8 g = 8 but not J1.1 = ... = !lg = Il. In this 
case, as in the case of independence, all the values in Table 2(b) are equal 

to zero but here one (or more) of the nT i8 different from n;' The quantity 
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In; - n,;'1 mea.-;ures the distance. in terms of frequeney ditference. het\Yl'en Ili 

and r,. [his is easy to understand since 171 ..... '/g, and 1] have the same positions 
sand s + 1. Ot herwise, if the bipolar means are very different among them. the 
generi c element ni. (Si - s) in Table 2(b) could be significantly different from 

zero by influeneing the quantity In; - ;~;I. The higher the ditference (Si - s). 

the more ni wilI be far from ;tt. :\ote that the quantity :Si = (Si - s) is an 

integer. Then, for a unit increase of ISil. the quantity ni moves away from ~·i 
for a quantity equal to fIi .. 

Summarizing, the differences I n-;- - ;"t I) i = 1.···,9, which compose 6/) 

give information about the departure from bipolar mean-independence both in 
terms of frequencies ofthe bipoiar means (elements in Table 2(a)) and in terrns 
of distance of the bipolar means (elements in Tabie 2(b)). It is interesting to 
note tllat 61] can be expressed also in the following \Vay 

g 

6" = L Il'i - l'I "i· . 125) 
i=l 

Formula (25) highlights, as indeed \Vas to be expected, that the distance from 
the ea..<;e of bipolar mean-independence evaluated u::;ing elements (23), can be 
also obtained exploiting tbe quantities fJ.i, i = 1, .... g, which remember that 
are not necessary means. 

Since by definition 6ry 2: 0, by rnaximizing 61] we can obtain Il normalized 
index included into the intervai [0,1] which assumes 1 in the case of ma.xirnum 
bipolar mean dependence ami zero in the case of bipolar mean-independence. 
The goal is then find the frequency C'onfiguration of Table l (fixing the marginai 
distributions) which allows to maximize quantity (25). A program \vhich provide 
"Il the possibie configuratlon stlch thal proposed by Greselin (2003) couId be 
used. By calculating the indexes for cach configuration the rnaximum value of 
(25) couId be iòentified. In what follows \ve propose a very simple procedure 
that provides the interested configuration in the most of the case. However. abo 
when the procedure fails. it provides configurations witb indexes \"ery near to 
tbe maximum une. The following steps compose the procedure: 

1. choose the most frequent value al <lnd allocate part (or alI) of the fre
quencies ni. (according to tbe maq?;inal distribution of X) in the i-th row 
in correspondence on the more distance \'alue (of X) from the value fJ.. 
Allocate part (or all according to the marginai distribution of X) of the 
remaining frequencies in correspondence of the nearest value of X previ
ollsly Eound. Repeat this last step until the frequencies n,.. are exhaustcd. 

2. choose the second most frequent value of Y and follow t.he same procedure 
provided in the previous step considering that the frequencies of the sec
ond rnost frequent yalue must be allocate coherently with the frequencies 
allocated in step l. 
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3. rcpeating step 2. for the third most frequent value of Y (allocating the 
frequencies coherent1y \vith the previous steps). for the fo1.1r1.h most fre
quent value of Y ancl so on until the less frequent value of Y is considered 
(and hence unti! the frequencies of X have been exhausted). 

"Csing the table so obtained, the following quantity can be calculated: 

9 
-.\I ", .\[ I 

Ò" = ~ if1.i - /-L ni· . (26) 
i=l 

\vhere f1.i\f denotes the quantities calculated as in (18). Then. the normalized 
index results 

~ ) ~"= JM (27 

" 
which theoretically a.ssumes O and l in presence of minumum and maximum 
bipolar mean dependence respectively. 

Some considerations ha.s to be made far the minimum value which can as
sume index (27). In particular we have that the smaller value of (27) could be 
higher then zero. In other words in many case we can have distribution which 
(fixing the marginaI) can not allow to identify configuration such that Ll.rj = O. 
However, this problem vanish when frequencies increa.sing and then we can ne
glect this issue whenever treating application with high data. ~Ioreover. as for 
f'xample the Cramer's one which measures the departure from independenee in 
Jistribution, this index couId attain val1.1es near its maximum very sporadically. 
The study of the behavior and of the properties of the proposed index remains 
an open issue which we shall pursue elsewhere. 

..j,. '-\'PPLlCATION 

In this section we analyze the situation of the level of school attendance 
in the five italian macro-areas"'. The level oJ school attendance is an ordinaI 
\'ariable with k = 7 categories, Table 1 reports its frequencies in the five macro
areas distributions. A more detailed anal~rsis of the level of school attendance 
can be read in (Zenga, 2007), even if in that article the a.symmetry situation of 
the distribution was studied. 

In Table 4. the bipolar mean, and the deviation from the whole bipolar mean 
for the .j macro-area are reported, 

Looking at the Table 4. it is possible to assert that it exists a dependence in 
bipolar mean amone; the several macro-areas distributions. in faet the bipolar 
mean yal1.1es are different each other and from the ltaly distribution. :"Iore
uver. the bipolar means distributions it is splitted on the two categories :"Iiddie 
School and Secondary SchooI. exeept for the Italian Islands: its consecutive cat
egories are Primary Schhol and :"Iiddle SchooL In faet the Italian Islands is the 

~Saurce: Italian Census af 2001 
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School 'I-W 'I-E C'f'lltral South Italian Italy 
clttcmiance Italy ltaly ltaly Italy Islands 

llliterate SOl-l9 ,5-1551 :10-193 JS8711 l60621 77-1525 
Literate without Title 380182 -102-150 011650 S910I7 159784 26.51083 
Primary S,hoal 3118015 ~,i'i-ngO 22-18651 l5Ti.!91 12587-10 11977087 
:\Iiddle School ·1-162158 3030269 '2808596 3802267 1905328 lG068618 
S(>('ondary S('hool 37,56195 2672599 2940365 ;lU8284 l-U1.'5923 13923366 
University Diploma U30096 111076 126958 112362 51232 ::;6172..], 
Vniversity Df'gree gZa9IO 613815 805853 780081 359876 3-180,535 

I Total Frf'quency .. " , c - - -1 131, ,,05 1 0358950 1 U,92566 111,06213 1 ·,601004 1 19.36938 Il 

TABLE 3: Frequencìes of the level of Rchool attendance in the italian regional 
macro-area: inhabitants with at least 14 years ald. (Source: 2001, Italian Cen
:'m~) 

Italian Ilj IL} l', l' l', l'I !~ij j1lnj 

:\[acro-arpa 

;'\1- \V Italy 1317ì705 4.18:37 0.06.3 0.0643 8,,],7326.4315 
~-E Italy 9358950 ".I:l82 0.0195 0.0195 182199.525 
C'enter Italy 9592566 -1.2156 0.0969 0.0969 929519.6"M 
South Italy 11706213 -l.0150 -0.104 0.104 12174,,],6.152 
ftalian Islands ·j601S04 3.9871 -0.I:l2 0.132 7.19398.528 
Italy .9.36938 1.1191 -

TABLE 4: The bipolar means and deviations of the partial bipolar means 

macroarea with the lowest level of attendance. As pointed previou~ly, only two 
macro-areas show negative values far the deviation from total bipolar mean. In 
particular, the Italian I~lands bipolar mean reports a lower value than the Italy 
hipolar mean, but it takes up different position from the Italy bipolar mean. The 
South Italy bipolar meau has a lower value than the Italy bipolar meau. but has 
the same position. The other macro-ares show positive deviation aud the same 
pOoition af the Italy bipolar mean. The index 25 is equal to o" = :1916190.282, 
rhat is ~ = 0.0792, in average the deviation of the partial bipolar means from 
the whoi~ bipolar meau is 0.0792, that is a very low value . .Now it is possible to 
evaluate the value of 25 in case of the maximum dependence. 

The table of the maximum dependence is reported in Table 5 The \·alue of 
the index in case of maximum dependence is equal to 6~[ = -J-5961.Jo64.-19 and 
the normalized index is given by 

il = iL = :3916190.282 = 0.08.52. 
" ,i;;f i5961464A9 

According to the meaning of the 27, it seems to be reasonable to state that the 
education level is lightl:v affected by the macro-areas. In fact. the dependence 
level is equal to the 8.52% of the possible maximum leve!. that is a lo\V leyel of 
dependence. 
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S"hool :\-w :\-E Ct'ntral South Italian ltaly 
ctttendaIlce Ital;.' rtal,v Italy Ital~' I.·;]ands 

Illiterate 77--1525 O l) O O 77.1525 
Literate without Title 2651083 O O IJ O 2651083 
Primary School 9752097 IJ 222.,1990 O O 11077087 
\fiddle Schoal O 3099538 7367.576 O ,)601,i04 lG068618 
Secondary Schoal O G25a412 O iòR3954 O 13923366 
University Diploma O O O ,)61724 O ,j61724 
l'niversity Degree O IJ l) :3480535 O 3480535 

I Total Frequency I 13177705 I 9358950 D592566 11706213 ,')601504 19436938 

I Bipolar .\Iean I 2,6813 I 4.0688 3.7681 ,~).6426 t()nDO .. LI un 

TABLE 5: Frequencies in case of maximum dependece in bipolar mean of the 
level of schooI attendance in the italian regional macro-area 

-l. CONCLUSIONS 

The analysis of t.he distributions with ordinaI categories is typical of the 
social sciences. The bipolar mean is a tool to synthesize these distributions. 
In these work we defined a new formula for t.he bipolar mean. \Vhen more 
t.han a group is present far the same ordinai distribution, we introduced the 
theoretical concept of bipolar mean-independence and a rneasure of the bipolar 
mean-dependence. This measure assumes value equal to zero in case of every 
distribution has the same bipolar mean and maximum value when the distri
butions are very different each other and from the bipolar mean distribution. 
\Ve provided, also. an empirical method to find that configuration that assumes 
the maximum value of the bipolar mean-dependence index. In this way we de
fined a normalized index of bipolar mean-independence. At the end, an example 
hased on the real data about the level of school attendance in Italy is shown. 
The future works shouIti be regard on the sample distribution of hipolar Illeau 
anci consequently the sample distribution of the measure far the bipolar mean 
dependence. 

RIASSC"TO 

In questo lavoro Ulene presentato una ulteriore formula per determinare la media bipo
lare per variabili almeno ordinali. Viene inoltre introdotto il concetto di indipendenza 
in media bipolare. Tale concetto tme spunto dal concetto generale di indipendenza In 

media ma può essere applicato per variabili di ilpo qualitativo su scala ordinale. Simi
larmente a quanto accade per z caratteri quantitativi, vwne qui deSCritto anche {'indice 

normahzzato per la dipendenza in media bipolare. Infine il metodo l'lene applicato a 
dati reali per sottolineare la semplicltà e l'utilità della procedura propo~ta. 
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